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A PUBLIC HEALTH APPROACH TO
REGULATING Cannabis Derived Products:
One
Recognize Cannabis’s unique and long history of agricultural and medicinal use
from both farmers and American pharmaceutical companies, pre FDA/FD&C
regulatory regimes. With such a history predating US regulatory bodies, non
psychotropic variations of the plant should be considered exempt under the current
dietary supplement exemption framework (Washington & Jefferson - hemp farmers).
The FDA holds a unique source of power in regards to public health and it is
important that the committee recognizes the millennia old beneficial agricultural
product, outside the confines of prohibition era politics and focus on the
accountability and consistency standardized through both State, FDA, USDA
oversight down to the farm level. Data analytics is crucial for trackability and safety.
Regulating Cannabis at a distance will allow the integrity of the currently 33 states
and the District of Columbia to continue their medical programs as they have
uniquely fit their State’s and constituent’s needs, without current Federal
intervention. The medicinal regime that each State has implemented must be taken
into consideration as the State’s right if the operation is within the State.

Tracing Cannabis in U.S. History
Timeline tracing how cannabis has always been seen as medicine in the US
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A DUAL REGULATORY APPROACH - SIMILAR
TO ALCOHOL - IN REGULATING Cannabis
Derived Products:
TWO
Subject Cannabis derived products to two proven regimes:
Impose similar minimum standards (purity, dosage, age, no labeling
with medical claims, health warnings, etc) on cannabis derived
products as there is upon alcohol and tobacco (which are arguably
less healthy) and regulate under the proven systems already in place
on both a Federal and State level.
Require Prescriptions for higher doses/purity of a Cannabinoid and
subject such approvals to an abbreviated review process, thereby
increasing incentives for the research, which assists in the
necessary data collection. With Data being collected by the States
and Canada, it will not be so much as proving what is harmful about
the plant, it will be for the unrealized potentiality to be seen.

RESPECTNG STATE POWERS IN
REGULATING - IN STATE - Cannabis
Derived Products:
THREE
ALLOW STATE LEGISLATION AND REGULATION TO CONTINUE
Each State should be allowed to regulate their respective Cannabis market,
under the FDA’s minimum standards. The State’s commerce must stay within
the state to be exempt. Companies who wish to operate in multiple states
would need to be based out of that State.
If any intrastate pacts are made, transfers of plant materials would need to be
agriculturally exempt, allowing farmers access to larger out of state markets.
FDA’s workload can be more focused on its current regime of regulatory
expertise. Each state has agricultural departments that must comply with the
USDA. State’s can regulate and enforce according to the minimum federal
standards with their own thresholds, as they do with other heavily regulated
industries like alcohol – tobacco and gambling.
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